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Renewed interest in the brutal guerrilla warfare
during the Spanish Peninsular War, thanks in part to
the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, has led to a
resurgence of scholarship, which has examined
subjects ranging from the social origins of the
Spanish guerrillas to the efficacy of French
counterinsurgency tactics.1 Meanwhile, the Duke of
Wellington continually garners the fascination of
Anglophile historians.2 Yet, the focus on Wellington’s
campaign and the Spanish guerrillas has created an
incomplete portrait of the war. Eager to depict the
British expedition on the Iberian Peninsula or the rise
of the Spanish insurgency, historians too often gloss
over the origins of the war, thereby overlooking its
influence on the initial phase of the war. It must be
remembered that Napoleon invaded the Iberian
Peninsula primarily as part of his maritime war
against Britain and that many of the initial French
troop movements were aimed at securing Portugal
and Spain’s naval assets. Furthermore, even after
Napoleon’s initial failure, the Peninsular War
remained in part a maritime war, as navies played a
major role in supplying both the British and French
armies.

Treaties of Tilsit in July 1807 and the end of the
Fourth Coalition, Napoleon was able to turn his
attention from the Continent and return his focus
back to his incessant foe across the Channel. Indeed,
even before the Battle of Friedland, Napoleon had
informed his Minister of the Navy, Denis Decres, that
“everything leads me to believe that the war on the
continent is over. Every effort must now be given to
the navy.” 3 While the naval campaign of 1805 had
culminated in the disaster off of Cape Trafalgar,
Napoleon had not given up hope on renewing naval
campaign against Britain.
In fact, many of
Napoleon’s strategic designs from 1807 to 1808 were
aimed specifically at increasing the naval forces at his
disposal. In a letter to his brother Louis in April
1808, Napoleon laid out an accurate analysis of the
naval war thus far. While the continental powers of
Europe “also had colonies and a maritime commerce;
they were disunited; England had fought their navies
separately; she has triumphed on all the seas; all the
navies have been destroyed. Russia, Sweden, France,
Spain, who possess as much means to have ships and
sailors, do not dare venture a squadron outside their
harbors.” Even if a “coalition of maritime powers”
could be formed, Napoleon thought it “impossible”
to maintain due to “distances and differences in
national interests.”4 Thus, Napoleon’s maneuvers to
expand the French Empire and its control over allied
states can be seen in large part as his plan to unite the
navies of the continental Europe under his direct
command, in addition to expanding the reach of
Napoleon system of embargos known as the
Continental System. With his brother Louis ruling
Holland and an alliance established with Russia,

“Perfidious Albion” had long dominated
Napoleon’s strategic plans. With the signing of the
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Napoleon turned his attention to Denmark, the
Italian states, Portugal and eventually Spain.

British ships to the Baltic. An additional major blow
was the loss of over 20,000 tons of much needed
naval stores, including spars and masts that were
often in short supply in France.9 According to Joseph
Fouche, Napoleon’s Minister of Police, news of this
event led Napoleon into a “violent rage” that had not
seen since the assassination of Czar Paul 1st which
had spoiled Napoleon’s hopes for an rapprochement
with Russia.10

With her substantial navy, Denmark quickly
became embroiled in this renewed naval war.
Caught between increasing demands from both
Britain and France, Denmark attempted to remain
neutral; an arrangement, however, that pleased
neither belligerent.
Already frightened by the
prospect of the Danish fleet falling into Napoleon’s
hands, the British cabinet had convinced King
George III by mid-July 1807 to authorize an
expedition to watch Copenhagen and possibly take
the city if necessary. On 26 July, Admiral James
Gambier set out for Copenhagen with 17 ship plus
numerous smaller vessels carrying around 18,000
troops.5 Meanwhile, on 31 July, Napoleon ordered
his Minister of Foreign Relations, Charles de
Talleyrand, to pressure Denmark: “they need to
choose between waging war against England or
me.”6 While the Danes rejected both British and
French demands, the British seized the initiative by
launching a preemptive strike on 16 August without
a formal declaration of war.7 When reports of the
attack reached Napoleon, he offered Denmark
military assistance, but he was not immediately
concerned as “such a large and fortified town [as
Copenhagen] will not be taken in two months, and
the ice will provide means to secure it.” 8 Yet, after
withstanding only several days of bombardment, the
Danes surrendered. As part of the terms, the Danes
turned their fleet over to the British. While only 4 of
the 15 Danish ships-of-the-line were latter deemed
worthy of repairs by the British, this was of little
conciliation to Napoleon. Even if most of the ships
needed major repairs, Napoleon could have used
their very existence to tie down an equal number of

Napoleon’s maritime strategy also aimed at
expanding the French naval presence in the
Mediterranean, particularly along the Italian
Peninsula. In early July 1807, Napoleon reported to
his stepson and Viceroy of the Kingdom of Italy,
Eugene Beauharnais that “the continental war will
probably be over soon,” recommending that naval
construction should be pushed to have sufficient
forces “to control the Adriatic.”11
However,
Napoleon had his sights set further as he planned to
annex the entire Adriatic coastline of the Papal States
for the Kingdom of Italy, thereby extending its
coastline to reach the Kingdom of Naples.12
In
particular, Napoleon was interested in the port of
Ancona as he sought to determine how many ships
could fit in the harbor.13 French and Italian troops
quickly seized the Papal States’ Adriatic coast in
November 1807, as precursor to formal annexation to
Kingdom of Italy in April 1808.14
On the western Italian coast, Napoleon was
equally busy. In May 1808, Napoleon ordered the
annexation of the Kingdom of Etruria, a client state of
France that had been carved out of Tuscany in 1801.
Napoleon felt that incorporating this territory was
necessary to “increase our coastline, and thus the
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number of our sailors.” Furthermore, this would also
put a buffer zone around the port of La Spezia, which
Napoleon ordered transformed into a military port
equal to Toulon.15 To facilitate the establishment of
this new port, all of the naval facilities at Genoa were
to be transferred to La Spezia. This port’s central
location made for easy importation of wood from the
Apennine Mountains and other resources from
Livorno. Napoleon wanted this port being capable of
building 3 ships and 2 frigates at once.16 In fact,
Napoleon envisioned La Spezia eventually replacing
Toulon as France’s main military port in the
Mediterranean.17 Thus, Napoleon extended his
control to almost the entire Italian coastline along
both the Mediterranean and Adriatic seas.
When viewed in this larger context, it is difficult
to dismiss Napoleon’s naval interests as a primary
factor in drawing France into the Peninsular War.
While extending the Continental System served as
the justification for the attack on Portugal, Napoleon
was also interested in obtaining control of Portugal’s
maritime resources, particularly its fleet.18 Some
historians have dismissed the importance of the
Portuguese navy, stating that “most of its ships-ofthe-line were mere ‘Fourth Rates.’”19 In fact, the
Portuguese navy at Lisbon consisted of seven ships
armed with 74 guns or more and four ships with 64
guns or less.20 While not as substantial as the

recently
surrendered
Danish
fleet,
even
contemporary British naval experts praised the
Portuguese navy, whose construction was “equal, if
not superior to the British.”21 Napoleon’s plethora of
orders to General Jean-Andoche Junot, commander
of the invasion of Portugal, continually called for him
to secure the Portuguese fleet at Lisbon.22 According
to Napoleon, “Your mission will go perfectly
beautiful if you can capture the fleet.”23 To this end,
Napoleon sent a contingent of several hundred
French naval officers and gunners to quickly man the
captured Portuguese ships.24 Narrowly escaping the
advancing French and Spanish armies, the
Portuguese Royal family fled for the safety of Brazil
on 29 November 1807 aboard 8 ships of the line, 4
frigates and many smaller vessels.25 Upon entering
Lisbon the following day, Junot found that the
Portuguese had left only 4 ships and 5 frigates
behind.26 With several of them condemned and
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beyond repair, the French eventually salvaged only
two 74-gun ships and 3 frigates.27 Once again,
Napoleon’s efforts to rapidly expand his navy
through seizing a foreign navy had once again been
foiled.
Already discontent with the machinations of
Godoy, Charles IV and Prince Ferdinand, Napoleon’s
decision to overthrow the Spanish Bourbon
monarchy was also based upon his desire to directly
control Spain’s naval assets.
Considering
Napoleon’s vocal displeasure with the minor delays
to his naval construction program in the French,
Italian and Dutch ports, the absolute dearth of any
vigorous activity in the Spanish ports must have
been infuriating. In justifying the war, Napoleon
viewed Spain as:

want to strike a great blow towards the end of the
season.”30
In early 1808, Napoleon’s plans to strike
against Great Britain counted upon his control over
the navies of Portugal and Spain.
In March,
Napoleon hoped to threaten England with
expeditions from Cadiz, Lisbon, Boulogne, Brest and
Texel. 31 In April, Napoleon optimistically believed
that he would have 111 ships-of-the-line at his
disposal by November, including 25 Spanish ships, 3
ex-Spanish ships turned over to the French and 4
ships outfitted from Lisbon. 32
By mid-May,
Napoleon’s optimism seemed to have diminished
somewhat as he only counted on the Spanish to
augment his Toulon fleet with several ships.33 Not
long after, Napoleon shift his focus of future
operations to September 1809, where he calculated
that he would have “119 ships under [his] immediate
direction,” including 10 Dutch ships, 1 Danish ship, 3
ex-Portuguese ships, and 20 Spanish ships.34
The
outbreak of the Spanish insurgency eventually
dissuaded Napoleon from any notion of counting
upon fleets from the Iberian Peninsula for his naval
war against Britain.
To defeat the British, Napoleon adopted a
three-pronged strategy. First, he launched a series of
embargoes against British trade, known collectively
as the Continental System. Although started in

poorly governed, serving poorly or not at all France’s
cause against England. Its navy is neglected; one can
barely count several ships in its ports and they are in the
worst shape. The magazines lack provisions; the workers
and sailors are not paid. There are no repairs, construction
or armaments are being done in the ports. The most
horrible disorder reigns in all branches of administration.
Accusing Spain of “abandoning its navy,”
Napoleon was angered that the “situation in Spain
compromised the security of France and the fate of
the war against England. The European country that
offers the greatest maritime means is the one who has
the least.”28 Napoleon believed that once under his
control, Spain could concentrate all of her means to
reestablishing her once-proud navy. 29 Once the
French covert invasion of Spain was underway,
Napoleon repeatedly bombarded its commander,
Marshal Joachim Murat, with requests for details on
the state of the Spanish navy and orders to mobilize
the Spanish fleets as soon as possible. Napoleon’s
impatience was clear: “I must have ships because I
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November 1806, Napoleon’s economic embargo of
Britain was not a substantial threat until it was
bolstered by alliances with Russia and Denmark, the
extension of French control of the Italian coastline,
and forced compliance upon Portugal and Spain.
While the most referenced element of Napoleon’s
strategy, it was by no means the only component.
No longer seeking to invade England directly,
Napoleon poised his naval forces to threaten attacks
on British colonial possessions or their allies.35 With
fleets spread across the European continent,
Napoleon felt the situation could “give rise to great
opportunities against England.” 36 In particular,
Napoleon viewed Ireland, colonies in America,
Surinam, Brazil, Algiers, Tunis, Egypt and Sicily as
“vulnerable points.” 37 While a plan to invade Sicily
in February 1808 only resulted in resupplying the
garrison on Corfu, the Toulon fleet was able to return
to port unmolested. 38 While disappointed with the
aborted attack on Sicily, Napoleon mistakenly
believed the fleet’s safe return “proves that at sea, in
the position we are in, we can do what we wish.”39 In
May, Napoleon entertained dispatching his Brest and
Lorient fleets to threaten England’s colonies in the
Indian Ocean and the Toulon fleet to invade Algiers,
Sicily or Egypt, while the Channel fleets threatened
to launch an attack on Ireland. 40 However, by early

July, with “the affairs in Spain having taken a serious
turn for the worse,” Napoleon was less inclined to
“risk such a large quantity of forces on the sea, as
well as land.”41 He hoped that once his brother
Joseph assumed the throne that things would
improve, yet this opportunity never materialized.
The third element of Napoleon’s strategy
incorporated a concept known as “fleet-in-being.”
The idea was the very existence of French ships
would force the British to expend more of its
resources on its navy in order to counter this threat.
Napoleon pushed Decres to continually arm more
ships across Europe as it would force “the English to
spend a lot and disseminate their forces, because they
are obliged to have ships in the seas around Spain,
Portugal, America, Baltic, etc.”42 His goal was to
“harass [the English] with expenses and fatigue.” By
forcing England to send expeditions to Sicily and
Sweden, while maintaining fleets in the Baltic and
Mediterranean, Napoleon sought to compel Britain to
borrow more money, while the Continental System
would hurt the British economy, thereby diminishing
the British government’s tax revenues. Napoleon
“desired to put all [his] forces into play in [his] ports,
as well as setting sail.” As Napoleon understood, the
concept of fleet-in-being only worked effectively if
the fleets actively threatened the enemy. The
Emperor ordered a small squadron from Brest and
several frigates from Nantes to sortie often and “pass
the summer playing tag.” 43 Beyond the cost of
maintaining overseas stations, having to remain
constantly at sea, particularly during the winter, took
a toll on the British navy. From 1808-10, the British
navy lost two ships-of-the line, 14 frigates, and 45
smaller ships at sea.44 Thus, Napoleon’s strategy
against Britain encompassed direct attacks on her
colonial
possessions,
while
simultaneously
weakening her economy by embargoing their trade
and forcing Britain to expend more on its navy to
defend their widespread interests.
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Napoleon’s desire to control the maritime
assets of Portugal and Spain not only precipitated the
Peninsular War, but also had a key role in the
conduct of the invasion itself. Prior to the outbreak of
hostilities with Spain, Napoleon secretly slipped
French troops across the border to be in place to
carry out his intended coup, using the preparation of
a naval expedition from Cadiz as a pretext. This ruse
enabled the French to amass forces near Madrid,
which was located along the purported route to
Cadiz.45
Once French troops occupied Madrid,
Napoleon ordered Murat to dispatch forces to secure
Spain’s major ports of Cadiz, Cartagena and Ferrol.46
Meanwhile, Napoleon had to manage tens of
thousands of Spanish and Portuguese troops whose
support for the French takeover was suspect at best.
To diminish any chances of trouble, Napoleon
shuffled these suspect troops across his Empire.
After invading Portugal, Junot was to dispatch five to
six thousand Portuguese soldiers to France.47 Upon
seizing control of Spain, Napoleon ordered 8,000
Spanish troops to Portugal to reinforce Junot, while
withdrawing 6,000 French troops from Portugal to
help secure Spain.48 It was especially imperative to
quickly seize control of Cadiz, as a French squadron
of five ships had been confined here for several years,
the remnants of the massive Franco-Spanish fleet
shattered at Trafalgar in 1805. While Napoleon
ordered 10,000 Spanish troops, under the command
of the Spanish general the Marques de Sorocco, to
secure Cadiz and the area around Gibraltar, the
Emperor did not trust leaving such a large Spanish
force unsupervised.49 Thus, Napoleon dispatched

General Pierre Antoine DuPont with small force of
9,000 French soldiers and a nominally Swiss
contingent of 8,000 men to Cadiz to ensure that the
Spanish stayed in line.50
Similarly, Napoleon
dispatched Marshal Bon-Adrien Jeannot de Moncey
with a division to secure Valencia and eventually
Cartagena, while General Guillaume Duhesme was
to seize Barcelona.51 Stretched across Spain, these
forces were ill-situated to face the outbreak of the
Spanish insurrection.
While Duhesme took
Barcelona by surprise on 29 February 1808, he soon
found himself besieged by a larger Spanish army.
While Moncey was able to extract his forces after
several failed attempts to storm Valencia, Dupont
was not so fortunate. A combination of insufficient
reinforcements, overwhelming Spanish numbers,
and a series of egregious errors upon his part,
Dupont surrendered his entire command, in total
over 17,000 men, at Bailen in mid-July 1808 without
ever making it to Cadiz.
Meanwhile, back in
Portugal, the British had landed a large
expeditionary force under the command of Sir
Arthur Wellesley. After suffering several defeats,
Junot’s Army of Portugal was caught in a precarious
situation. Yet, Wellesley was superseded by new
British leaders, who opted to grant surprisingly
generous terms to Junot in the Convention of Sintra.
The Army of Portugal not only retained its
equipment, but was also granted free safe passage
back to France aboard British ships. It was only this
fortuitous change in British leadership that saved
Junot from suffering a fate similar to Dupont. Thus,
it was Napoleon’s overly ambitious plan to quickly
seize the fleets and ports of both Portugal and Spain
that left the French army stretched across the Iberian
Peninsula. With corps often out of supporting range
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of each other, these isolated units faced serious risks
of being overwhelmed.
The geography of the Iberian Peninsula also
ensured that sea power would play an important
role, particularly in the realm of logistical support.
This was most evident for the British, whose navy
enabled them to not only field an army overseas but
also fund the armies of their Iberian allies.52
Compared to the British, French naval operations in
support of the Spanish campaign have been generally
neglected in the narratives of the Peninsular War,
despite their significant impact on the course of the
war. Although France shared a border with Spain,
the Pyrenees presented a significant obstacle for
overland supply trains. As soon as Barcelona had
fallen into French hands, Napoleon planned to use
this port to receive shipments of wheat and biscuits
from Marseille.53
For a time, Napoleon even
contemplated shipping provisions to Junot in
Portugal by using smaller boats, which would be able
sail in shallow coastal water and therefore evade
British cruisers.54 In August, with Barcelona besieged
by land by a Spanish army and blockaded at sea by a
British fleet, Napoleon had to divert shipments of
provisions to the nearby Port-Vendres. Over the
course of October and November, workers in
Marseille loaded 30 merchant vessels with around
500,000 rations. Divided into two groups, these

lightly escorted vessel set sail in late 1808. 55 While
the second division made it safely to Port-Vendres,
the majority of the first division was captured by the
famed British captain, Thomas Cochrane, in
December 1808, who had been burning French
telegraph stations along the Mediterranean coast.56
The losses suffered by this convoy may have been
the catalyst for Napoleon to subsequently order small
squadrons to escort future convoys. At the end of
March 1809, Napoleon ordered Admiral Honore
Ganteaume, commander of the Toulon fleet, to
dispatch a squadron of 5 ships and 2 frigates to escort
a number of transports to Barcelona.57 On 24 April,
Admiral Julien Cosmao’s squadron set out with 17
transports loaded with 100,000 kilos of gunpowder, a
million bullets and 25,000 quintals of wheat and
flour. After unloading these supplies as Rosas Bay,
Cosmao sailed back into Toulon on 30 April
unmolested, although narrowly missing a British
fleet of 14 ships.58 Given the success of this sortie,
another shipment of a million bullets, a hundred
thousand kilos of gunpowder, 32,000 quintals of
wheat, flour, biscuits was loaded aboard 17
transports in September.
Initially, Ganteaume
contemplated setting sail with all 15 ships of the
Toulon fleet, believing he outnumbered the British
fleet of 11 ships under Admiral Cuthbert
Collingwood. When Collingwood abandoned his
station off of Toulon, Ganteaume suspected that the
British fleet had returned to its port on Minorca.
Taking advantage of this opportunity, Ganteaume
opted to dispatch only a small squadron of 3 ships, 2
frigates and 2 smaller craft, under the command of
Rear-Admiral François Baudin, to escort the convoy
to Barcelona.59 Baudin’s departure on 21 October,
however, did not go undetected as Collingwood had
left two British frigates to shadow Toulon; they raced
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to Minorca to report the French movements.60
Although the British fleet had indeed set sail for
Minorca, Collingwood did not remain at port for
long. Upon hearing rumors of the Toulon fleet’s
imminent departure, Collingwood had already set
sail with 15 ships and 2 frigates on 13 October. Easily
deducing that the French convoy would head to
Barcelona, Collingwood established a cruise to
intercept Baudin and his convoy.61 Upon spotting
the French convoy on the morning of the 23rd,
Collingwood dispatched Rear-Admiral Thomas
Martin with the eight of his fastest ships to chase
them down. While one of the French frigates raced
back to the safety of Marseille, the rest of Baudin’s
squadron fled northwards towards the French coast.
Although a British frigate succeeded in capturing five
transports, the majority of the French convoy eluded
capture and continued on their course. Meanwhile,
upon reaching the port of Cette, only one of Baudin’s
ship-of-the-line and a frigate were able to
successfully navigate the shallow waters; the other
two ships ran aground.62 Fearing of their capture, the
French set fire to both ships. As for the convoy, the
remaining ships reached the Bay of Rosas and began
to swiftly offload their cargo. By the time the British
were able to launch a successful expedition to cut out
the French ships during the night of 31 October/1
November, the ships had already succeeded in
unloading half of their cargo safely ashore.63 Thus,
France’s efforts to resupply its forces in Spain by sea
had met with mixed success and significant loss.
While Napoleon thought of attempting another
shipment in late 1810, he warned Decres that “Above
all, I do not want to risk any of my ships of the line, I
want to use only frigates.” He even contemplated

whether or not a sufficient quantity of supplies
would get through, even if only a third of the ships
made it to their destination.64 Eventually, Napoleon
abandoned all plans to ship supplies to Spain,
preferring to attempt to make the campaign pay for
itself through forced contributions from the Spanish
people.
Overall, Napoleon’s efforts to rapidly expand his
navy to defeat Britain in the maritime war ended
with dismal results. Not only did he fail to gain
control of the Danish, Portuguese and Spanish fleets,
his strategy also cost him seven of his own precious
ships. Already trapped in the harbor of Cadiz by a
vigilant British blockade, Admiral Francois Rosily’s
squadron of five ships soon found itself threatened
by the very city that had sheltered it for the last two
and a half years. Trouble broke out during the
evening of 27 May, eventually culminating a few
days later when a mob stabbed the Spanish general
Marques de Sorroco to death. Rosily attempted to
extract his fleet from this increasingly precarious
situation by declaring neutrality, but his efforts were
rebuffed by both the British and Spanish. Upon
seeing the Spanish installing mortars and cannons to
shell his ships, Rosily attempted to sail his fleet into
the nearby arsenal of Carraca, where he hoped his
crews could man the fortifications and hold out until
relieved by General Dupont’s approaching force.
However, contrary winds blew for several days,
foiling Rosily’s desperate gambit as the Spanish
eventually deduced his intentions and cut off this
avenue of escape by sinking several hulks in the
narrow channel leading to the arsenal.
After
rejecting several calls for surrender and resisting a
massive bombardment for several days, Rosily
ultimately surrendered “as to not uselessly spill
blood of the crews and prevent total destruction of
the ships.”65 Coupled with the Baudin’s two scuttled
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ships, the loss of these five vessels was an additional
setback to Napoleon’s maritime plans. While his
navies continued to grow slowly through an
expanded construction program, he never achieved
the 100+ ships of the line he had hoped for.
In conclusion, it is important to remember that
the Peninsular War began as a naval war. Not only
did Napoleon want to seize foreign navies for his
own designs, he also wanted access to their supply of
sailors and nautical stores. These pressing interests,
coupled with overconfidence, drove Napoleon to
spread his forces too thin across the Iberian
Peninsula.
Unprepared for the fierce Spanish
resistance, the dispersed French forces found
themselves under assault by numerically superior
Spanish forces, particularly Dupont, whose
surrender at Bailen was a massive blow to French
martial prestige. Furthermore, sea power played a
critical role in supplying the armies during the
Peninsular War. Unable to ship provisions without
significant danger, Napoleon made the fateful
decision to place the burden of logistics on the
Spanish population. Of course, the character of the
war changed dramatically with the outbreak of the
Spanish insurrection in mid-1808. This later phase of
the war has captured the attention of historians and
military theorists. Yet, it is important to remember
what Napoleon’s original war aims were in order to
better understand why the French suffered such a
major reversal during the initial phase of the war in
1808.
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